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Is the Great
Resignation
Making Hiring
Tough?
Here’s How to Recruit New
Manufacturing Employees in 2022
Does this scenario sound familiar? Sales are up. Your need for workers is up.
Your turnover is at historically high rates, especially with employees from the
baby-boomer generation retiring and your once-reliable recruiting channels
drying up.
Here at Watlow®, we face the same hiring conditions as everyone else. We are
seeing a shift in prospective employees’ behaviors that is seriously diminishing
the effectiveness of traditional recruiting efforts.
While most of the companies writing on this topic are interested in selling
recruiting software or services, we thought we would do the manufacturing
sector a favor by providing some advice not from a marketing department, but
from another manufacturer who has been in this situation as well—us.
Here are some thoughts we wished we knew a year ago about the current
hiring landscape.
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Why is Hiring Suddenly Difficult?
Many manufacturing companies have set hiring practices in place because those strategies have worked
for decades. But, as much as it pains us to use the phrase “unprecedented times” once more, that
is what we are experiencing…and the usual
recruiting strategies are just not cutting it.
For example, younger entrants to the workforce
have decided that they want different things from
their jobs—for example, they increasingly prefer
companies with the right culture over those
that have fun perks, ping-pong tables or even
retirement plans. When the fit is not what they
hoped for, they are more likely to move on.
But younger workers are only part of the
challenge. Right now, Americans are quitting
their jobs at the highest rate since 2001. A mix of
government money, retiring baby boomers and a
shift in perspective have meant that more workers are re-evaluating their career options, which has led to
the label “The Great Resignation” by journalists.
All this means that companies not meeting workers’ expectations are facing problems with turnover. It
may not matter how well you optimize your recruitment if you cannot hang on to your workers. As long
as your attrition is high, it will be difficult to escape being chronically understaffed.
In other words, companies have to do more than just create jobs or training programs—they have to
create an environment where the goals of personal growth and company growth coincide. That is good
news; it means that manufacturers do not necessarily have to raise wages to make a difference (though
that never hurts…). Whether you tinker with your pay or not, you will get more out of creating the right
culture, leveraging your training opportunities and refining your existing production practices.

Creating A Culture That Employees Love
To create a culture that employees love (and thus encourage them to stick with you), start with
advancement. If employees feel that they cannot advance within your company, they have no reason to
stay long-term. On the other hand, if they know they can learn the skills required for promotion, they are
more likely to see a future with your company.
A good way to ensure that everyone understands what is required for promotion is to post the
information publicly. Document the skills required for each job in your company. Then, create training
programs for the necessary skills. Creating training programs not only expands your current
employees’ opportunities but also gives you some redundancy: If an employee leaves and you have
already trained others with the critical skills for the vacated role, you will be able to quickly fill the position.
Effective training programs have a psychological effect, too: They demonstrate to both current
employees and prospects that your company values its employees and wants to see them grow in their
careers.
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Supporting the Talent Continuum with Your Training Program
Having a training program creates new and exciting recruitment options. Many manufacturing companies
have found success using training as the foundation of their recruitment strategy. Since not all
companies invest in employee training, you will give yourself a competitive advantage in hiring and gain
access to prospect types that other companies cannot recruit.
Here at Watlow, we have put in the time to create what we call the Talent Continuum. This starts
right from the beginning, planting the seeds within our local communities through high school STEM
activities, high school internships, college scholarships, veterans recruitment and so on. Once a team
member is hired, they are given access to our career pathing system, which challenges team members
to “think bigger” about what they want and how to realize their potential with Watlow. They then have the
opportunity to pursue their own personal development through training plans.
Your own organization can start putting these elements in place, too.

Tours for High School Students
Ready to start thinking outside the box? Great! One
opportunity that manufacturing companies have
leveraged is creating tours for high school students.
These tours help dispel myths about a lack of
opportunity in manufacturing. While it is likely not
your company’s fault, Americans generally perceive
manufacturing as an unstable industry that usually
takes place in dark and dirty factories. Showing
students how you differ from their preconceptions
helps counter the myths and create a long-lasting
positive impression.
However, you can also target students with the skills you need. When you invite students from
extracurricular clubs like robotics, programming or 3D printing, you can tie their interests and abilities
directly to the jobs you need to fill, getting them excited about working for you in the future. Better yet,
seek to sponsor these clubs yourself!

Connect with Veterans
No matter what branch they served in, all veterans
have a few things in common: Diligence, discipline
and the ability to be trained for difficult jobs. Knowing
that a candidate is trainable and capable before day
one makes veterans a prime group to target with job
advertising. If this is a course you take, your company
can rely on other groups to support your recruitment
efforts: For example, nonprofits like Hire Heroes
USA connect veterans with companies that want to
employ them.
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Advertise that Great Training Program
Another idea for creative, low-cost recruitment is to emphasize the opportunity within your business for
people with no experience in manufacturing. If you have taken our advice from earlier and have built a
great training program for your employees, you are ready to take advantage of this next step.
If you have an employee that started with little or no relevant manufacturing skill, create marketing
materials that document their journey from greenhorn to expert. These materials demonstrate that
anyone with the right attitude can successfully work in your business.
With this marketing message, you can move beyond the candidates that all manufacturers target and
start to recruit people who will be great at their jobs but just have not considered manufacturing yet.

Freeing Up Your Existing Workers
Building a stable, capable workforce takes time—though it is worth the investment. But what do you do
about your labor shortages in the meantime? How do you future proof your operations against future
labor shortages?
The key to both is to identify those things that are taking up a lot of precious worker time without adding
value to the final product. Make those tasks more efficient or, better yet, automate them.
Take maintenance, for example. Most manufacturers take time to do preventative maintenance on a set
schedule, which naturally creates costly downtime. Are there ways in which you can better predict part
failure and extend the time between maintenance cycles? Or better control processes so that there is
less wear-and-tear? Better sensors and controllers might be the key to making processes more resilient,
which cuts down on the manpower needed for repairs, recalibration and so on.
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The Big Picture
The shared ingredient in these strategies is that they focus your efforts. If
you have a great culture, or a sound training program or real opportunities
for advancement… put those front and center. Not only will doing so
help you find new employees, but it will also help you retain the ones you
already have. Meanwhile, behind the scenes, you can make advances
in how you recruit, and how efficiently you use the time of your existing
workforce. Small changes like these, when taken across the board, will
help build a more robust pipeline of talent.

Further information is available at: www.watlow.com
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